CS189A Section
Format of Section

● This week
  ○ Project Logistics
  ○ Setup Github, Trello, Drive, Meet with TA
  ○ Vision Statement
Logistics

● Scribe needs to take note of:
  ○ Weekly meetings with mentors
  ○ Daily Scrum
  ○ Retrospective

● Team lead needs to take note of:
  ○ Every Trello task
  ○ Github issues
Setup

- Google Drive
- Trello
  - Suggest making an organization to make sharing easier
- Github
- **Share all with me and Jianwen**
  - Email: blim@ucsb.edu
  - Github: BLimmie
  - Email: su@cs.ucsb.edu
  - Github: JianwenSu
Google Drive

- Scrum notes
- Mentor meeting notes
- Retrospectives
Trello

- Backlog
- On Deck
- In Progress
- QA (Optional)
- Done

Each task must have
  - Estimated time for completion
  - Due date (usually end of sprint)
  - Completion condition
Vision Statement

- Project Title
- Company
- Team Name
- Team Lead/Scribe
- Suggested Sections
  - Project Summary (Problems, Importance, How is this being tackled in industry currently?)
  - Project Outcome
  - Solution Implementation Details (list technologies you will most likely need)
  - Milestones and how to achieve them